
SOURCES:

1. Because of the great deal of oontroversimlity that exists
regardiug the personality Bruno EALNIIS groat cars will be oxeroissd
in oonnotating the derogatory information available by utilization of
the foliating system:

1 -Pact (Documentary ovidenoo from books, periodioals, etc.
.. Honor

P Personal knowledge and observation
I Information furnished by reliable informant

2. In its war of liberation (1914..1918) the Latvian Army fought
two 00011Priog powers, the Gormans and the Russians. (7) In the latter
part of this war Bruno LAWNS is said to have acted.. ALA agitator
attempting to mozy Latvian soldiers to the Bolshevik Army. (R)

3. Inasmuch as Bruno 'ALPINE; was the son of the speaker of the
Latvian Parliament, Paul HALMS a very 'steamed and honored Latvian,
not only in his own country but in Europe as a whole, it may be reason-
ably assumed that his father's popularity was the main reason behind.
Bruno KALAIN i s election to the Lattian Parliament as a senator. How-
ever, it was no doubt his mother's, Darts LIMBS, Lamm, as a mam-
ba, of the extreme left-wing of the Social Democratic Party in Latvia
owl hat son, Bruno IAMBS, which canoed him as well to booms sucks
radiaal socialist that the Latvian people took it for granted that both
he and his mother were, if not out and out Communists, at least ems..
thisors and fellow travelers. The animosity of the Latvian peoplo toward
Bruno HALMS and his mother Berta is ovidenced by the fact that in the
1930's a parody onopular song was quite the rags which ridiculed as
will as moused the aforementioned two individuals of Communist aympathy
and connection. (P)

4. In the lat.' 20's (approximately 1928) Bruno KALNINS,still a
member of the laftwing faction of the Social Democrats and still a sen-
ator in the Latvian Parliament, organismd to. so-called $SS Organisation
(Stradniekn Sports an Serge . Workers Sport and Protector). (P and!)
1 great member of Latvians were and still are absolutely certain that at
that time - while Chief of the SSS IAMBS was either directly in the
omploy of to. Soviet Union or acted in %hair behalf. (P and I) Several
indications which may be taken as evidence to the &foregoing belief hold
by many Latvians, is the fact that members of the $SS behaved, were or-
ganised, and acted as a part-military organisation; MAY were blue
shirts and trouserseith rod ties as their uniform and at all functions
and demonstrations carried a rod flag. lurthermors, the many proolemu.
tions, reprints of speeches and other propaganda material, the author of
which was LAUDS and/or some of his henchmen, wireosted about town
(quite overtly) by members of the $S& (P and I)

5, On 15 HAT 1934, Xarlis MAXIS with the aid of General Janis
BALODIS and Alfred. MUM executed a coup d o otat and gave as the reason
for this coup the fact that between the pro-Communist SSS and the pro..
Pasoist PERIONEKUSTS as well as the numerous grafters within the Latvian
rein
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Democratic Government the country was no, only doomed to go into bank-
ruptcy but also on the verge of being sold to the Soviet Union or
Iasi Germany whichever of these latter two would be able to out-smart
the other. (P. I and 7)

6. Alfredo /MINS having been placed in charge of security was
instrumental in jailing KALE'S at the same time raiding his headquar...
tors which disclosed a groat amount of pro-Communist literature, Russian
manufactured weapons and great amounts of Latvian as well as Russian
currency. (F and partially P) In addition indications were found that
KALNINS was preparing to overthrow the Latvian Government by force with -
the rapport of the Soviet Won on some date later than the ULNAES ocuP
of 13 May 1934; the latter of course felled any such possibility. (1)
Having served approximately two years in jail, (P, 7 and I) ILLIINS was
deported from Latvia and apparently through Finland and Sweden finally
located in Norway where he supposedly joined the Norwegian Communist
Party. As a representative of this party IALNINS is to have been sent
to Spain where be became this party's representative to the Communist
Government of Spain during the Spanish Civil War. (I)

7. Subsequent to this until June 1940 there was no information
regarding SALEM. (P)

8. On 14 June 1940 when the Russians occupied Latvia SALEM •
suddenly appeared on the mane as the Political Commissar or so-called
POLITICS of the Latvian-Armimbich was completely inactive under Soviet
domination. In this position IALEIS was instrumental in the following;

a) Exsouting orders from the Russian Army concerning the
Latvian Army.

b) Supervision of political reliability and other phases per-
taining to all members of the LattianArmy.

c) Made numerous speeches, extolling greatness of the Soviet
Union which were all readily pUblished by the pro-Russian
LeiIlan newePePer Q . (7)

1) Furnished. the Russians a complete roster of Latvian officers
both on active service or reserve, emphasiming those whose
political reliebtAty toward the Soviet Union was question-
able. As many of these officers as could be located were
either imprisoned or deported. (I)

9. Rven though IALNINS claims that his role of Political Commissar
of the Latvian Army was accepted by him as a passible means of aiding the
Latvian people especially since he had 	 requested to do this by Gin-
oral BALODIS, and even though he clams that ble position as Political
Commissar was only of a six weeks duration, such claims appear contrary
to fact. The Latvian Army under Soviet domination existed for a period
of three months during which time SALEM was Political Commissar. Sub-
sequently this army as such was disbanded; however, a member of soldiers
and officers were automatically transferred into the regular RussianArmy.

(7 and I) Irving been relieved of his duties as Political Commissar -
merely because of the lack of a Latvian Army - SALEM becalm a lecturer



at the University of Riga Where he lectured on ta.. eabjects of Marxism,
Leninism and how these theories are applied in the Soviet Union. (I and
partially 7)

10. KALNIIS whereabouts during the German occupation of Latvia
(1941 to 1945) cannot be established with accuracy. However, upon cessa-
tion of hostilities he began to rise in Sweden as a very influential social
democrat and a Latvian who was engaged in assisting his fellow-countrymen
in that country providing they support his pretentious of becoming one of
the great Latvian Emigre leaders. (P. I and!) His connection with various
Latvian emigre organisations stems merely from the fact that in view of the
death of his father, the leader of the Social Democrats, Bruno KALIIIS in-
heriting this position must supply and approve the Social Democrats repre-
sentatives in any Latitian emigre organisation which strive for a united
emigre representation. Past as well as present opponents of KALNINB,
especially Alfred. BERMS, are the victims of vicious slander heaped upon
them by KALNINS through nomerous letters to influential parsons and through
a Latvian newspaper published in Sweden which he control,. (7 and P)

11. The majority of Latvians outside of their home country are both
seated and puzzled by the immensity of power end influence which LIMNS
possesses In his dealings and his relationship with the Swedish government.
In part that is explained by the fact that the Swedish government Is dom-
inated by the Social Democrats; some Latvians are certain that 'ALBINO
derive, his power from Communist interests. (R) The latter belief is sub-
stantiated in part by the following:

a) Recently KALNINS and two of his supporters, one of whom,
Nintauts COSTS, is a relative by marriage, proceeded to a
recent emigre conference In London without the apparent
sponsorship of aay one particular organisation.

b) SALIM has no visible means of support. (7)

c) The former Latvian minister to Belgium, VALUES, fun, a
staunch supporter of KAMM, has offered to cover all ex,.
penses of any Latvian emigre of any stature who would be
milling to proceed to the United Nations assembly, for the
pArpose of achieving further recognition of Latvia as an
independent country, providing such emigre permit TIMM
to insert his views In any written memorandums or coma.
pentanes and providing such emigre follow BALTARS dictation.
(I)

12. Of particular interest may be the feud in progress at present
between KALNIN8 and ZIlS. The former claiming that RUBINS is one of
the triumvirate who participated in the coup in 1934 has been opposed and
has exterminated all principles of democracy in Latvia. (7) The apparent
truth of the matter is that/172MS, a member at present of the Latvian
consultative panel of the ICIS (National Committee for a Free lurope) and
a person who Is convinced that KLLNINS is in the employ of the Communist.,
is attempting to discredit him by all possible legal means. It is note.
worthy that KALNINS was successful in accomplishing the removal of a men..
ber of this panel • ABOLS, fun • by means of discrediting letters to the
head of MM. KALNINS has attempted to accomplish the same in regard to
RUBINS but to date has been unable to do so. (P and partially 7)
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• 13. !oldsters 3ABWAX18, a social democrat of the center-wing,
hao boon a lifs•long friend of ladAMIS although a groat deal of war
pioion that JUSTJANI0 had collaborated with the lussians in 1940 had
existed and had deterredbis immigration to the U.S. he has recently
been pormitted to enter this country. DuringlUBTJANIS i s eta"' in
Germany he frequently corresponded withLUISIBB sad for a short period
of time deal/mod that he hal broken his friendship withidru However,
at present he has again indicated his support of MAUL (Fend  1)


